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If you want to create your own fantasy world filled with your own character
creations, try the “How to Draw Fantasy Characters” guide. This guide will help
you learn how to create unique characters of all kinds, while also teaching you
the basics of human anatomy. You’ll also get tips of how to get inspired and how
to create characters of all shapes and sizes. This guide is for artists of all skills
levels – and for those who don’t quite consider themselves artists yet! The guide
includes detailed instructions for how to create your characters from start to
finish, including written instructions as well as detailed illustrations. Some of the
chapters in the guide are: • Choosing and drawing dynamic poses • Exploring
different types of fantasy characters • Warriors, soldiers, and other armored
characters • Mages, spirits, and other magical beings And others! The guide will
start with the basic building blocks of drawing – building up the basic forms in
pencil sketches – and help you works you way up to building fully colored
character designs unique to you! If you’re ready to create your own magical
world, then the “How to Draw Fantasy Characters” guide is for you! About the
Expert Sierra Crook grew up with two painters as parents, so always has been
influenced by creativity. Since she could read, Sierra has been fascinated by
fantastic worlds filled with magic, warriors, and creatures; whether they were in
books or video games. When she began to serious pursue drawing, she drew
herself and her friends as fantasy characters as well as creating her own original
characters. Sierra has eight years of experience drawing and creating fantasy
characters, and pursues other fields of illustration and design as well. Sierra will
complete her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design in May of 2013. HowExpert
publishes quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by everyday experts.
The term Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) is used to describe a
group of children who have difficulty. with tasks involving movement such that it
interferes with their daily living or academic progress. As with other
developmental disorders such as autistic spectrum disorder, attention deficit
disorder and dyslexia, DCD is now a prominent concern of both researchers and
practitioners. This text is aimed at both researchers and professionals who work
in a practical manner with the condition and includes professionals in health,
occupational therapists, physiotherapists, health visitors, paediatricians, and - in
the educational field - teachers and others who are in daily contact with the
children - their parents. The essence of the text is that work with children should
be guided by research evidence driving the clinical practice which in turn raisies
more questions for research. The authors in this text have both experience in
research and are engaged in the day-to-day clinical work with children and bring
both of these to bear in the chapters they have written.
?The fully updated 2nd edition of this textbook continues to serve as a
comprehensive guide for information dealing with the ever-evolving field of
bariatric surgery. The chapters are written by experts in the field and include the
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most up-to-date information, including new sections on quality in bariatric
surgery, endoscopic surgery, and management of bariatric complications. This
new edition continues to cover the basic considerations for bariatric surgery, the
currently accepted procedures, outcomes of bariatric surgery including long-term
weight loss, improvement and resolution of comorbidities, and improvement in
quality of life. Other special emphasis is given to the topics of metabolic surgery
and surgery for patients with lower BMI. In addition, new endoscopic bariatric
procedures including the gastric balloons, endoscopic revisional procedures, and
newer pharmacotherapy for obesity are reviewed. The ASMBS Textbook of
Bariatric Surgery Second Edition will continue to be a leading source of scientific
information for surgeons, physicians, residents, students, and integrated health
members today and for years to come.
This ground-breaking book brings together researchers from a wide range of
disciplines to discuss the control and coordination of processes involved in
perceptually guided actions. The research area of motor control has become an
increasingly multidisciplinary undertaking. Understanding the acquisition and
performance of voluntary movements in biological and artificial systems requires
the integration of knowledge from a variety of disciplines from neurophysiology to
biomechanics.
The book contains the proceedings of the Seventh International Congress on
Science and Skiing, which was held at St. Christoph am Arlberg, Tyrol, Austria, in
December 2016. The conference was organized and hosted by the Department
of Sport Science at the University of Salzburg, Austria. This book offers a broad
interdisciplinary spectrum of current high quality research in Alpine and Nordic
skiing and in snowboarding. Four keynote speakers and ninety-seven oral
presenters have been invited to submit a paper for this volume. The entire scope
of relevant topics in skiing is covered by these presentations. In order to maintain
a high scientific standard required of this book, a peer review process was
utilized in the selection of the papers. In the proceedings of this congress, the
keynotes as well as the oral presentations are published. The manuscripts were
subject to peer review and editorial judgment prior to acceptance.
This book answers in detail the many unanswered questions relating to high
performance. Written by the world's leading gymnastics coach and his scientific
advisor it explains the essential components for planning and preparation for high
level results.
Somatotyping is a method of description and assessment of the body on three
shape and composition scales: endomorphy (relative fatness), mesomorphy
(relative musculoskeletal robustness), and ectomorphy (relative linearity). This
book (the first major account of the field for thirty years) presents a
comprehensive history of somatotyping, beginning with W. J. Sheldon's
introduction of the method in 1940. The controversies regarding the validity of
Sheldon's method are described, as are the various attempts to modify the
technique, particularly the Heath-Carter method, which has come into
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widespread use. The book reviews present knowledge of somatotypes around
the world, how they change with growth, ageing and exercise, and the
contributions of genetics and environment to the rating. Also reviewed are the
relationships between somatotypes and sport, physical performance, health and
behaviour. Students and research workers in human biology, physical and
biological anthropology and physical education will all find valuable information in
this book.
Cross-over trials are an important class of design used in the pharmaceutical
industry and medical research, and their use continues to grow. Cross-over Trials
in Clinical Research, Second Edition has been fully updated to include the latest
methodology used in the design and analysis of cross-over trials. It includes more
background material, greater coverage of important statistical techniques,
including Bayesian methods, and discussion of analysis using a number of
statistical software packages. * Comprehensive coverage of the design and
analysis of cross-over trials. * Each technique is carefully explained and the
mathematics is kept to a minimum. * Features many real and original examples,
taken from the author's vast experience. * Includes discussion of analysis using
SAS, S-Plus and, GenStat, StatXact and Excel. * Written in a style suitable for
statisticians and physicians alike. * Computer programs to accompany the
examples in the book can be downloaded from the Web Primarily aimed at
statisticians and researchers working in the pharmaceutical industry, the book will
also appeal to physicians involved in clinical research and students of medical
statistics.
The metabolic and health effects of both nutritive and non-nutritive sweeteners are
controversial, and subjects of intense scientific debate. These potential effects span not only
important scientific questions, but are also of great interest to media, the public and potentially
even regulatory bodies. Fructose, High Fructose Corn Syrup, Sucrose and Health serves as a
critical resource for practice-oriented physicians, integrative healthcare practitioners,
academicians involved in the education of graduate students and post-doctoral fellows, and
medical students, interns and residents, allied health professionals and nutrition researchers,
registered dietitians and public health professions who are actively involved in providing datadriven recommendations on the role of sucrose, HFCS, glucose, fructose and non-nutritive
sweeteners in the health of their students, patients and clients. Comprehensive chapters
discuss the effects of both nutritive and non-nutritive sweeteners on appetite and food
consumption as well as the physiologic and neurologic responses to sweetness. Chapter
authors are world class, practice and research oriented nutrition authorities, who provide
practical, data-driven resources based upon the totality of the evidence to help the reader
understand the basics of fructose, high fructose corn syrup and sucrose biochemistry and
examine the consequences of acute and chronic consumption of these sweeteners in the diets
of young children through to adolescence and adulthood. Fructose, High Fructose Corn Syrup,
Sucrose and Health fills a much needed gap in the literature and will serve the reader as the
most authoritative resource in the field to date.
This comprehensive volume provides a detailed review on the general work up of chronic
kidney disease-associated resistant hypertension. This title is separated into four parts; the first
of which provides definitions, epidemiology, characteristics, risk stratification and outcomes of
resistant and apparent treatment resistant hypertension. The next two sections explore
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pathophysiology and diagnosis, treatment in the light of new guidelines, as well as procedures
and devices for neural modulation. Part four discusses public health approaches to resistant
hypertension, educational programs, and resistant hypertension for general practitioners.
Resistant Hypertension in CKD brings up-to-date information to nephrologists, internists,
cardiologists and a wide array of other clinicians and health professionals taking care of
chronic kidney disease patients.
Darrell Vodopich, co-author of Biology Laboratory Manual, has written a new lab manual for
ecology. This lab manual offers straightforward procedures that are do-able in a board range of
classroom, lab and field situations.
Renowned body composition specialist Timothy Lohman explores the latest issues and
controversies in body composition assessment in this reference.
Over the years, there has been increasing interest into the public health impact of cannabis
use, especially by young adults. This follows the evidence of a growing prevalence of regular
cannabis use worldwide, with approximately 200 million users. Recreational cannabis use,
especially a frequent use of products with high levels of its main psychoactive ingredient
delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (? 9-THC), can cause dependence and have transient and longlasting detrimental mental health effects, also negatively impacting cognitive processing and
brain function and metabolism. In regular users, the development of tolerance to some of the
effects of cannabis, especially the pleasurable ones, may lead to progressively heavier use in
order to obtain the same effects in terms of their intensity, with higher health risks. However,
the Cannabis Sativa plant contains different chemicals with different potential effects. In this
regard, cannabidiol has gained interest because of its potential therapeutic properties, in line
with evidence that CBD and ?9-THC may exhibit opposite effects at the cannabinoid receptor
type 1 (CB1), ?9-THC being a partial agonist and CBD an antagonist/inverse agonist. Different
cannabinoids may modulate human brain function and behavior in different ways, with different
risk–benefit profiles.
Color edition updated for 2000! A user-friendly directory of nutritional information for calories,
fat, carbohydrates, sodium, cholesterol, calcium, protein, iron, alcohol, and caffeine, plus up-tothe minute objective data on commercial food products and fast food. A must for anyone trying
to lose weight or adopt a healthier lifestyle. One reviewer said, "It's definitely...America's best
calorie counter".
The Xavánte in Transition presents a diachronic view of the long and complex interaction
between the Xavánte, an indigenous people of the Brazilian Amazon, and the surrounding
nation, documenting the effects of this interaction on Xavánte health, ecology, and biology. A
powerful example of how a small-scale society, buffeted by political and economic forces at the
national level and beyond, attempts to cope with changing conditions, this study will be
important reading for demographers, economists, environmentalists, and public health
workers. ". . . an integrated and politically informed anthropology for the new millennium. They
show how the local and the regional meet on the ground and under the skin." --Alan H.
Goodman, Professor of Biological Anthropology, Hampshire College "This volume delivers
what it promises. Drawing on twenty-five years of team research, the authors combine history,
ethnography and bioanthropology on the cutting edge of science in highly readable form."
--Daniel Gross, Lead Anthropologist, The World Bank "No doubt it will serve as a model for
future interdisciplinary scholarship. It promises to be highly relevant to policy formulation and
implementation of health care programs among small-scale populations in Brazil and
elsewhere." --Laura R. Graham, Professor of Anthropology, University of Iowa Carlos E. A.
Coimbra Jr. is Professor of Medical Anthropology at the National School of Public Health, Rio
de Janeiro.Nancy M. Flowers is Adjunct Associate Professor of Anthropology, Hunter College.
Francisco M. Salzano is Emeritus Professor, Department of Genetics, Federal University of Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil. Ricardo V. Santos is Professor of Biological Anthropology at the
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National School of Public Health and at the National Museum IUFRJ, Rio de Janeiro.
The first International Congress on Science and Skiing was held in Austria in January 1996.
The main aim of the conference was to bring together original key research in this area and
provid an essential update for those in the field. The lnk between theory and practice was also
addressed, making the research more applicable for both researchers and coaches. This book
is divided into five parts, each containing a group of papers that are related by theme or
disciplineary approach. They are as follows: Biomechanics of Skiing; Fitness testing and
Training in Skiing; Movement Control and Psychology in Skiing; Physiology of Skiing and
Sociology of Skiing. The conclusions drawn from the conference represent an invaluable
practical reference for sports scientists, coached, skiers and all those involved in this area.

I made the important decision to manage a Special Issue, because I believe it to be
extremely important to focus on children’s and adolescents’ physiological and
psychological development. I aimed to collect research that investigates the role of
physical activity and sport on physical and mental well-being, with a particular focus on
practical implications, innovation, tools, and technique. This Special Issue, “Health
Promotion in Children and Adolescents through Sport and Physical Activities”
addresses pediatric exercise science as a key scientific discipline able to help future
generations live longer and better. It is already clear that sedentariness and a low level
of muscular strength and power significantly affects cognitive functions and daily
relations, but it is interesting to understand the key determinants and how we can help
practitioners better manage these concerns in their patients. Authors were invited to
submit letters, original research papers, case studies, meta-analyses, and systematic
reviews.
The Taurine Symposium- "Taurine: Beginning the 21'' Century"- was held September
20-23, 2002, on the beautiful island of Kauai in Hawaii. The headquarters of the
meeting was the Radisson Kauai Beach Resort. This international meeting was
attending by approximately 80 individuals from 23 nations and 4 continents. Seventyfive papers were presented either as platform presentations or poster presentations.
Taurine, first isolated from ox bile in 1827 by Tiedemann and Gmelin and named in
1838 by Demarcay, became of significant scientific interest in 1968 when the first
extensive review article was published by Jacobsen and Smith. Interest in taurine grew
exponentially after 1975 when the first taurine symposium was organized by Ryan
Huxtable in Tucson, Arizona. Since that date, taurine symposia have been held
approximately every two years held in various cities and resort areas around the world.
Taurine investigators have had the privilege of attending these scientific meetings on
three continents - Asia, Europe, and North America. Since the initial meeting in 1975, a
central question addressed during many of the symposia has been: "What is
physiological, pharmacological, nutritional, and pathological role of taurine?". Although
taurine has been established as an important osmolyte, it appears to affect many other
biological processes. However, the exact mechanism(s) by "which taurine acts" has not
yet been definitively answered. In Kauai, the patticipants discussed many topics and
asked many questions regarding the role and actions of taurine.
A New York Review Books Original Hav is like no place on earth. Rumored to be the
site of Troy, captured during the crusades and recaptured by Saladin, visited by
Tolstoy, Hitler, Grace Kelly, and Princess Diana, this Mediterranean city-state is home
to several architectural marvels and an annual rooftop race that is a feat of athleticism
and insanity. As Jan Morris guides us through the corridors and quarters of Hav, we
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hear the mingling of Italian, Russian, and Arabic in its markets, delight in its famous
snow raspberries, and meet the denizens of its casinos and cafés. When Morris
published Last Letters from Hav in 1985, it was short-listed for the Booker Prize. Here it
is joined by Hav of the Myrmidons, a sequel that brings the story up-to-date. Twentyfirst-century Hav is nearly unrecognizable. Sanitized and monetized, it is ruled by a
group of fanatics who have rewritten its history to reflect their own blinkered view of the
past. Morris’s only novel is dazzlingly sui-generis, part erudite travel memoir, part
speculative fiction, part cautionary political tale. It transports the reader to an
extraordinary place that never was, but could well be.
Preceded by Exposure assessment in occupational and environmental epidemiology /
edited by Mark J. Nieuwenhuijsen. 1st ed. 2003.
In this book an international group of sports scientists examine the major sports and the
physiological demands of each.
This book originated in a series of cross-disciplinary conversations in the years
1984-1990 between the editor, who is a physician-researcher involved in clinical and
laboratory research, and a dioxin toxicologist. During the years in which the
conversations took place, an extraordinary amount of new scientific literature was
published related to dioxins, defined for purposes of this text as the chlorinated dibenzop-dioxins, dibenzofurans, polychlorinated biphe nyls (PCB's) and other compounds that
are structurally and toxicologically similar to 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7
,8-TCDD), the most extensively studied and most toxic of this group of chemicals.
Dioxins also began to interest not only chemists and toxicologists, but also specialists
from diverse disciplines such as wildlife and environmental science, immunology,
neuroscience,public health, epidemiology, med icine, government, law, sociology, and
journalism. Specialists from such varied disciplines, while familiar with their own
literature, frequently did not have time to follow the dioxin literature outside their
specialty area. In addition, each specialty had unique knowledge, methods, and
perspectives. Cross disciplinary conversation was necessary, but all too frequently,
specialists from the various disciplines did not speak the same language, resulting in
misunderstanding.
Promotes the recognition, treatment, and prevention of conditions of overweight and
obesity in the United States.
This volume explores the use of mass spectrometry for biomedical applications.
Chapters focus on specific therapeutic areas such as oncology, infectious disease and
psychiatry. Additional chapters focus on methodology as well as new technologies and
instrumentation. This volume provides readers with a comprehensive and informative
manual that will allow them to appreciate mass spectrometry and proteomic research
but also to initiate and improve their own work. Thus the book acts as a technical guide
but also a conceptual guide to the newest information in this exciting field. Mass
spectrometry is the central tool used in proteomic research today and is rapidly
becoming indispensable to the biomedical scientist. With the completion of the human
genome project and the genomic revolution, the proteomic revolution has followed
closely behind. Understanding the human proteome has become critical to basic and
clinical biomedical research and holds the promise of providing comprehensive
understanding of human physiological processes. In addition, proteomics and mass
spectrometry are bringing unprecedented biomarker discovery and are helping to
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personalize medicine.
Originally published in 1999, this title covers the entire empirical cycle in adolescent health
research and education. It describes in depth the development and evaluation of a health
education programme designed to enhance everyday health-related behaviours in an
adolescent population, and offers comprehensive reviews of developmental theories of
adolescence, ethical and theoretical issues in adolescent health education, and the major
theories used in adolescent health research. The research presented here led to the
development and testing of a new theory – the Theory of Salient Meanings of Behaviour –
which departed from the cognitive theories that had thus far dominated adolescent health
education and research, but which had often proved inadequate in describing and predicting
adolescent health-related behaviour. The inception, growth, testing, and field testing of this
new theory are traced here. The book is designed to appeal to both theoretical and applied
scientists in the field of adolescent development, adolescent health and health education. A
clear research methodology is set out for the complementary use of a wide range of qualitative
and quantitative research methods.
Many have wondered if there is a key ingredient to living a full and happy life. For decades
now, scientists and psychologists alike have been studying the strengths and virtues that
enable individuals and communities to thrive. The positive psychology movement was founded
on the belief that people want to lead meaningful and fulfilling lives, to cultivate what is best
within themselves, and to enhance their experiences of love, work, and play. At the same time,
acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT)—a mindfulness-based, values-oriented behavioral
therapy that has many parallels to Buddhism, yet is not religious in any way—has been focused
on helping people achieve their greatest human potential. Created only years apart, ACT and
positive psychology both promote human flourishing, and they often share overlapping themes
and applications, particularly when it comes to setting goals, psychological strengths,
mindfulness, and the clarification of what matters most—our values and our search for meaning
in life. Despite these similarities, however, the two different therapeutic models are rarely
discussed in relation to one another. What if unifying these theories could lead to faster, more
profound and enduring improvements to the human condition? Edited by leading researchers
in the field of positive psychology, Mindfulness, Acceptance, and Positive Psychology is the
first professional book to successfully integrate key elements of ACT and positive psychology
to promote healthy functioning in clients. By gaining an understanding of "the seven
foundations of well-being," professionals will walk away with concrete, modernized strategies
to use when working with clients. Throughout the book, the editors focus on how ACT,
mindfulness therapies, and positive psychology can best be utilized by professionals in various
settings, from prisons and Fortune 500 business organizations to parents and schools. With
contributions by Steven C. Hayes, the founder of ACT, as well as other well-known authorities
on ACT and positive psychology such as Robyn Walser, Kristin Neff, Dennis Tirch, Ian
Stewart, Louise McHugh, Lance M. McCracken, Acacia Parks, Robert Biswas-Diener, and
more, this book provides state-of-the-art research, theory, and applications of relevance to
mental health professionals, scientists, advanced students, and people in the general public
interested in either ACT or positive psychology.
Circadian rhythms are such an innate part of our lives that we rarely pause to speculate why
they even exist. Some studies have suggested that the disruption of the circadian system may
be causal for obesity and manifestations of Metabolic Syndrome (MetS). Shift-work, sleepdeprivation and bright-light-exposure at night are related to increased adiposity (obesity) and
prevalence of MetS. It has been provided evidence of clock genes expression in human
adipose tissue and demonstrated its association with different components of the MetS.
Moreover, current studies are illustrating the particular role of different clock genes variants
and their predicted haplotypes in MetS. The purpose of “Chronobiology and Obesity” is to
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describe the mechanisms implicated in the interaction between chonodisruption and metabolicrelated illnesses, such as obesity and MetS, with different approaches.
The fact that tobacco ingestion can affect how people feel and think has been known for
millennia, placing the plant among those used spiritually, honori?cally, and habitually (Corti
1931; Wilbert 1987). However, the conclusion that nicotine - counted for many of these
psychopharmacological effects did not emerge until the nineteenth century (Langley 1905).
This was elegantly described by Lewin in 1931 as follows: “The decisive factor in the effects of
tobacco, desired or undesired, is nicotine. . . ”(Lewin 1998). The use of nicotine as a
pharmacological probe to und- stand physiological functioning at the dawn of the twentieth
century was a landmark in the birth of modern neuropharmacology (Limbird 2004; Halliwell
2007), and led the pioneering researcher John Langley to conclude that there must exist some
“- ceptive substance” to explain the diverse actions of various substances, including nicotine,
when applied to muscle tissue (Langley 1905). Research on tobacco and nicotine progressed
throughout the twentieth century, but much of this was from a general pharmacological and
toxicological rather than a psychopharmacological perspective (Larson et al. 1961). There was
some attention to the effects related to addiction, such as euphoria (Johnston 1941), tolerance
(Lewin 1931), and withdrawal (Finnegan et al. 1945), but outside of research supported by the
tobacco industry, addiction and psychopharmacology were not major foci for research (Slade
et al. 1995; Hurt and Robertson 1998; Henning?eld et al. 2006; Henning?eld and Hartel 1999;
Larson et al. 1961).
The first cognitive-behavioral treatment manual for obesity, this volume presents an innovative
therapeutic model currently being evaluated in controlled research at Oxford University. From
leading clinical researchers, the approach is specifically designed to overcome a major
weakness of existing therapies: posttreatment weight regain. The book details powerful ways
to help patients not only to achieve weight loss, but also to modify the problematic cognitions
that undermine long-term weight control. Drawing on strategies proven effective with such
problems as binge eating, the manual contains everything needed to implement the treatment:
intervention guidelines, case examples, and reproducible handouts and forms.
Pocket Calorie Fat & Carbohydrate CounterAllan Borushek & Associates
The book contains the proceedings of the Sixth International Congress on Science and Skiing,
which was held at St. Christoph am Arlberg, Tyrol, Austria, in December 2013. The conference
was organized and hosted by the Department of Sport Science at the University of Salzburg,
Austria. It was also part of the programs of the steering group “Science and Skiing” of the
World Commission of Sports Science and contains a broad spectrum of current research work
in Alpine and Nordic skiing and in snowboarding. In the proceedings of this congress, the
keynotes as well as the oral presentations are published. The manuscripts were subject to
peer review and editorial judgment prior to acceptance.
Man has always been curious about himself, a curiosity that began centuries ago with an
examination of the soul, and that extended in the period of the Renaissance to his anatomy
and certain functions such as the circulation of the blood. Chemical science entered the scene
in the 18th century, and burst into prominence in the 19th century. As the various chemical
elements were discovered, many were found to be present in body fluids and tissues. Organic
compounds were recognized; it became known that body heat was produced by the
combustion of food; chemical transformations such as the production of fat from carbohydrate
were recognized; and in the 1850s it was determined that young animals differed from adults in
certain aspects of body composition. As methods for chemical analysis evolved, they were
applied to samples of body fluids and tissues, and it became apparent that life depended on
chemical normality; and most importantly it was realized that given the necessary amount of
food and water the body had the ability to maintain a degree of constancy of what Claude
Bernard called the milieu interieur, in other words its interior chemical en vironment.
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A complete overview of electromyography with contributions from pacesetters in the
field In recent years, insights from the field of engineering have illuminated the vast
potential of electromyography (EMG) in biomedical technology. Featuring contributions
from key innovators working in the field today, Electromyography reveals the broad
applications of EMG data in areas as diverse as neurology, ergonomics, exercise
physiology, rehabilitation, movement analysis, biofeedback, and myoelectric control of
prosthesis. Bridging the gap between engineering and physiology, this pioneering
volume explains the essential concepts needed to detect, understand, process, and
interpret EMG signals using non-invasive electrodes. Electromyography shows how
engineering tools such as models and signal processing methods can greatly augment
the insight provided by surface EMG signals. Topics covered include: Basic physiology
and biophysics of EMG generation Needle and surface electrode detection techniques
Signal conditioning and processing issues Single- and multi-channel techniques for
information extraction Development and application of physical models Advanced
signal processing techniques With its fresh engineering perspective, Electromyography
offers physiologists, medical professionals, and students in biomedical engineering a
new window into the far-reaching possibilities of this dynamic technology.
A Flexible System of Enzymatic Analysis is a multipurpose manual of laboratory
methods that offers a systematic scheme for the analysis of biological materials from
the level of the wholeorgan down to the single cell and beyond. It intends to guide the
development of methods, the refinement of old ones, and the adaptation in general of
methods to almost any scale of sensitivity. This manual is organized into three parts: a
general section, one on quantitative histochemistry, and an appendix containing
information that may be useful to have at the bench. The general section is comprised
of nine chapters that focus on properties of the pyridine nucleotides, kinetics, and
glassware, as well as on improvement, modification, adaptation, trouble shooting, and
development of methods. This part also describes the preparation of tissues for
analysis, the enzymatic cycling methods, and a compendium of 36 metabolite assays.
The quantitative histochemistry section is comprised of four chapters that include
information on the preparation of frozen-dried material and dissection of samples for
analysis; the fishpole balance for weighing samples; and the generalities of analysis
with emphasis on the ""oil well technique."" This book will be useful to novices as well
as experts who are familiar with other analytical styles.
The Textbook of Pediatric Psychosomatic Medicine provides a comprehensive,
empirically based knowledge of assessment and treatment issues in children and
adolescents with physical illness. Scholarly, authoritative, and evidence based, it is the
first volume of its kind and will help to define the field going forward. Addressing a very
wide range of medical subspecialties, this volume is a first step for researchers who
want to obtain a review of the psychiatric issues in their respective specialties. In
addition, the book offers many special features, including An exceptionally strong
section on psychopharmacology in the medical setting, which is complemented by a
comprehensive set of reference tables on psychopharmacological agents, including
doses, side effects, and indications for use in the physically ill child. Definitive chapters
on less commonly reviewed topics that are of particular relevance for clinicians who
treat physically ill children, including pediatric palliative care, Munchausen syndrome by
proxy, and pediatric feeding disorders. Coverage of key legal and forensic issues in
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pediatric psychosomatic medicine. Presentation of material in graphical and tabular
formats for maximal usefulness, including templates of specific questions for assessing
common psychiatric symptoms and flowcharts illustrating step-by-step approaches to
pain and somatoform disorders. Relevance to a broad range of professionals, including
psychiatrists, pediatricians, psychologists, nurses, medical students, and social workers
who work with children in medical settings. May be adopted as a textbook for
psychology undergraduate classes, social work internships, and both general and child
psychiatry residency training programs. The editors are recognized both nationally and
internationally as being among the foremost experts for their respective fields, and they
have assembled the leading practitioners of pediatric psychosomatic medicine to create
this volume. The only complete text on pediatric psychosomatic medicine, this volume
is destined to prove seminal in the field and indispensable in the clinician's library.
A comprehensive survey of the epidemiology of common environmental exposures, this
volume covers diet, water, particulates in outdoor air, nitrogen dioxide, ozone,
environmental tobacco smoke, radon in homes, electromagnetic fields, and lead.
Design and analysis issues, risk assessment and meta-analysis, and future directions
in environmental epidemiology are also discussed. All chapters provide a review of the
relevant literature as well as an overview of important methodologic issues, particularly
exposure assessment and statistical methods. Most of these exposures are widespread
and low-level, and are thought to increase the risk of chronic diseases that have many
causes. Even though the disease risks due to these exposures may be low, the public
health burden may be significant because large numbers of people are exposed. Such
exposures are inherently difficult to detect via observational epidemiology. This book
clarifies the problems and suggests ways to move forward. It will be useful to students
and practitioners of public health, environmental health, and epidemiology.
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